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outline

- why personal data?
- a future of pervasive life-logging
- protecting the “digital body” is difficult
- propositions: privacy as face-keeping

(Thanks)
Why do we need data about people?  To know what they will do, or may do. 
What people have done in the past is predictive of what they will do in the future.
Precisely, ubiquitous computing will create a new body of activity traces, of what
people do, a « digital body » made of these snowballed data. This is called life-
logging. 
This digital body is a potential source for external control. It is difficult to protect
because individuals are ambivalent regarding its constitution, and because data 
mining technology can use it for prediction and targetting.
This creates new issues which are not taken care of by the curent cultural and 
legal framework, which is focused on « personal information » and not on activity
logs.
I propose 2 technical paths for solutions.
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Why personal data? 

Pragmatic perspective: (merchant, organisational, political):  
predict and influence behaviour of individuals
(potential client ? terrorist?)

Name irrelevant as long as target is met.

History of behaviour more predictive than subject’s body.

> life-logging has more pragmatic future than
identification.

Why do we need data? All I want to know is : will this person buy my product? 
Will this employee perfom the task? Who is this one going to vote for? Is his
credit good? How can I get access to people who have the resource I want? Is 
there any risk that this passenger will hijack the plane? 

People are creatures of habit. What they do usually is the best predictor of what
they will do in a given situation. Much better than what they say, actually.
Their behaviour is constrained by their current lifestyle: is the behaviour I would
like them to perform compatible with their lifestyle? Knowing their habit or lifestyle
enables me to predict their reaction. 
So what I need for pragmatic purposes is a behavioural profile rather than precise
identification by name. I do not care whether the person’s real name is Alice or 
Bob as long as I am sure they are the kind of people I am targetting and I can
locate them. 
The pragmatic need for information is in fact a need for a behavioural profile. 
The dream of the « information hound » is a complete record of what people do, if 
possible in digital format so as to process it easily with pattern recognition and 
prediction algorithms. This digital record of a person’s activity is called a life-log.
Precisely the future, the Internet of Things, will provide this.
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Where do I leave activity traces? 
sensors, transaction, communication

buy (credit cards, loyalty cards)
www surf
move (mobile phone, wireless, GPS)
talk (email, phone, chat)
others’ tell (tags, blogs, webpages)
access (logins, doors, PC)
home and office automation
CCTV (biometrics, car plates)
Etc., + “classic records” such as medical, legal, 
educational, professional, financial...

The future world is made of ublquitous computing and augmented environments, 
where information systems will be behind every object. This infrastructure is set 
in place to provide better service.  For example, in home automation, sensors
and energy management software will automatically adapt the temperature and 
light to the users needs and preferences. 
Service delivery is based on automatic checking of the user’s access rights.
Communications use the network in order to provide automatic and transparent 
routing and roaming from sender to destinator.
A side effect is that every action leaves a digital log somewhere in the systems of 
procurement and processing of the service.
In a very near future, almost every action will leave such a trace. 
Some of these traces my be of great interest to some people. E.g my insurance 
company is interested in my diet and my smoking. My boss is intrested in my 
coffe pauses, or my contacts with employees of competitor. Parents want to know 
who their children meet. People want to know what their partners do. Dictators 
want to know who opposes them. 
History shows that such mundane data as the information that someone buys 
kosher or halla food may have life-threatening implications in a fanatic regime.
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Mathilde goes in the sofa, carries her Personal Aura. She
chooses some music, asks for more heat,  and asks to be

warned in 30 mn 

heater

I am the closest heat
source to Mathilde: I switch
on

Personal Aura

I carrry Mathide’s ID and her
preferences. 
I am the broker between her and the 
environment. 
Oh! Wait! She needs music …

Warn me up 
in 30 mn

mike

Mathilde 
says:

I am cold!

speakers

« connect on 

audio source »

I am the closest sound
source to Mathilde: I 
process the music stream

Smart homes

Smart offices and Smart homes will make this data collection even more 
continuous and private.

In this slide is an example of some simple services in homes for energy and 
comfort optimization. In the course of providing user’s comfort, all her activity 
leaves traces.

(LAHLOU, Saadi; BELLAN, Sylvain, DHERBECOURT, Yves. E-Lares: a multi 
agent infrastructure for testing smart homes services. In : Marvin J Dainoff
(Ed.): Engin. Psychol. and Cog. Ergonomics, HCII 2007, Posters. LNCS 
Berlin- Heidelberg : Springer-Verlag, 2007, pp. 692-696.)

Ubiquitous systems are special because data collection is proactive, silent, and 
continuous. It s also located and time-stamped which is a blessing for any
data analyst who wants to make intersections of data streams. 

With modern techniques of data mining the effect can be devastating, and was
not fully foreseen at the time the regulations on data protection were written. 
These protections were focused on personal data but not on the digital 
corpuses of activity tracks.
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ubiquitous computing makes life-logging easy

Ubiquitous capture, time-stamped
Database fusion, pattern recognition … a snowballing 
compound of activity logs. 

digital body” (“everything X did”): a corpus of digital 
activity trail linked to single body.
Life-logging makes the person predictable.

Pb: 
- anonymous identification escapes classic data 
protection legal framework
- subject does not have hold of his own digital body: 
issue for control

The fact that all devices are connected to the network makes it possible to gather
the traces, merge the local activity logs, and connect the traces of a single 
individual back to him. 
We do not need the name to do so. The mere coocurrence of two logs in the 
same time and place enable to know that they belong to the same person. For 
example, when you cross an automatic door with your smart phone, we know 
that the access code used for that door matches with the carrier of this phone. If 
you cross an RFID antenna afterwards, the items that you carry and have an 
RFID tag will be attributed to you. 
There may be some imprecision in the data capture and localization, but if you
repeat the same action every day, even primitive pattern recognition algorithms
will make the connection.
The result is that,  provided there is some capacity of system interconnection, it is
possible to create by data snowballing « digital bodies » which are life-logs of 
subjects, even if you do not know their names. 
This digital body is predictive of what the subject will do. It will even tell you how 
reliable are the predictions based on the variability of the data describing the 
person’s habits.
Of course, you do not want to believe this.
I will provide now some examples of the state of the art.
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Lifetag (Rekimoto, 2007)

Like the mobile phone, the Wifi network is based on radio antennas (‘access points’). Most 
individual users with high bandwidth access have one such access point at home, which can be 
detected by Wifi devices, even if they are not allowed to connect. In a city like Tokyo, these 
antennas form a fixed network of hundreds of thousands of beacons, which enable very precise 
geolocation by triangulatoion based on the SSID and relative strenghth of signals, which are 
correlated with geographical position.
Rekimoto et al. (2007) invented a smart geolocation system named PlaceEngine, 
based on Wifi access points triangulation. Users can download on their mobile
device a small software that sends to the system the vector of nearby Wifi access 
points and their respective strengths, as can be sensed from the user’s position. 
The system returns the user’s location, based on comparison with a map of all 
access points.
For example, in this very room where we currently hold this conference, my wifi card found 3 
different access points and their SSID, which is enough to provide precise triangulation. 
A most interesting feature of the system is that the global map is created from the vectors sent by 
users: when an access point unknown to the system appears in a vector, it is added into the map 
in a position based on its co-occurrence with other access points. The Wifi map is calibrated with 
absolute GPS coordinates by client users equipped with GPS sensing-devices who send 
simultaneously GPS coordinates and Wifi coordinates, or simply tag their location by writing the 
exact street (and floor) address. In a short time, Rekimoto and colleagues, with the gracious help 
of users, mapped Tokyo, and are now mapping Japan. Another interesting feature is that the 
system, unlike GPS, works indoors and in 3D. 
With this system, Rekimoto not only provides geolocation, but what he calls 
lifetag. Indeed, spatial position is usually connected to activity. For example, 
‘home’ and ‘work’ are settings but also locations. The same for ‘restaurant’, 
‘cinema’, ‘supermarket’, ‘garage’, etc. If one user tags the places he often goes 
to, the system can provide his day’s logs in terms of activity instead of mere 
spatial position, as the user’s Smartphone automatically sends positions to the 
system throughout the day.
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Object use fingerprint [Hodges & Pollack, 2007]

Hodges M. & Pollack, M. “An 
‘Object-Use Fingerprint:’ The 
Use of Electronic Sensors for 
Human Identification,” In: 
Krumm,et al. (Eds.):  UbiComp
2007 Proceedings Springer, 
LNCS 4717. pp. 289-303.

Hodges and Pollack (2007) tagged with RFID all items in an office coffee corner 
(coffee, sugar, milk, cups, etc.); they asked ten subjects to wear a tag-reading 
glove when preparing their coffee. 
By processing data with machine learning algorithms they were able to identify 
with over 75% accuracy who was preparing coffee, since each user had a rather 
specific routine. 
As Hodges and Pollack word it, sensors can capture patterns of ‘object-use 
fingerprint’ that can be used for human identification based on the mere 
(anonymous) sequence of use. 
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(from Krumm, 2007 
12% home, 5% identity)

Hoh, Gruteser, Xiong, Alrabady, Enhancing Security 
and Privacy in Traffic‐Monitoring Systems, in IEEE 
Pervasive Computing. 2006. p. 38‐46.

• 219 volunteer drivers in Detroit, MI area
• Cluster destinations to find home location

• arrive 4 p.m. to midnight
• must be in residential area

• Manual inspection on home location (no knowledge of drivers’ actual home address)
• 85% of homes found

John Krumm’s work shows that GPS logs can be used for inference and 
prediction.
For example, the places where people usually stay at night have a good 
probability of being their home; and then their identity can be inferred by using a 
public phone directory (Krumm 2007a, 2007b) based on their car’s CPS location 
at night. 

NB: This slide comes from John Krumm’s presentation: “Computational Location 
Privacy: Present and Future ». International Symposium « Geolocation : 
psychological and social impacts“ Fondation Maison des Sciences de l’Homme . 
Paris, 12 nov. 2007
http://www.tecog.org/en/Seminaires-2007/computational-location-privacy-present-
and-future
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Krumm: « predestination »

Krumm, John and Horvitz, Eric. 
(2006). Predestination: Inferring 
Destinations from Partial 
Trajectories. UbiComp 2006: 
The Eighth International 
Conference on Ubiquitous 
Computing, September 17-21, 
Orange County, CA, USA.

Furthermore, as an individual tends to use the same trajectories regularly, final 
destination can be inferred from the first segments of the trajectory, and the 
system can then guess in advance where a person will be, and when. Krumm 
goes one step further and shows that, if provided with the first segments, a 
system can infer with increasing probability where a trajectory will end, based on 
data bases of where the general population usually goes. Such a system can, for 
example, infer that the subject is now probably driving to the airport, and send a 
discount coupon for one of the airport parking lots. The larger the databases, the 
more will be known about the user, the more efficient the inference rules and the 
better the prediction. And, as we have seen, it is likely that all these parameters 
will grow more acute as pervasive sensing develops. .
To sum up, continuous geolocation makes it possible, to some extent and with 
good probability, to infer what a person is doing on the fly, what she has done in 
the past, and to some extent predict what that person will be doing in the next 
moments

What is true for location is true for activity in general. Simply replace the 
geographical space by the activity space of where the vectors are action logs. 
Matehmatically the problem is similar.
From activity logs, one can predict future activity, just as one can predict future 
location from a series of past locations logs.
This can be done in real time now, and gives the possibility to intercept the 
subject, because the calculation and prediction can be done before the subject 
reaches the next point in her activity trajectory, just like a targetted message can 
be sent to the driver before he reaches the airport if this is his predicted 
destination. 
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Privacy dilemma :

- Transparency : disclosing preferences for good 
interaction (« know You better to serve You better »)

- Status is gained through activity record (goldmember)

- External memory is handy for the user

The privacy dilemma is well known: 
There are also good things for the user in discosing data and leaving traces. In 
fact, all social life is based on knowing what people have done in the past 
because this is what we base trust on, attribute individuals their roles and 
statuses [Lahlou, 2008], and how we predict their behaviours.
So disclosing what you do is the very basis of trust and interactions. 
Also, individuals need to trace their actions to obtain status. Social status is 
based on the fact that you have consistently displayed some type of behaviour 
which entitles you to be reliably predictable.
Finally, using an external digital memory is a great advantage for the user herself.
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Gold member and consequences

When 59 years old Robert Rivera slipped on a spilled yogurt and hurt 
his kneecap in a Los Angeles supermarket, he sued its management
for recovering hospitalization cost and lost wages.

While the case was ultimately dismissed for lack of evidence, Rivera 
claims a mediator contacted him before the verdict and encouraged 
him to settle, as otherwise the store would reveal records of his 
(substantial) alcohol purchases [Vogel 1998]. 

Rivera was a card-club member, authorizing the store to track his 
shopping habits in exchange for a (small) discount. 

LAHLOU, S, LANGHEINRICH, M., ROËCKER, C.. Privacy and Trust Issues with 
Disappearing Computers. Communications of the ACM, vol. 48, 3 (March 2005) pp. 
59-60. 
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technical solutions weak and cumbersome:
- avatar is no protection
- encryption is no solution 
- obsfuscation is inefficient 

users unaware of risks

designers don’t act

Protecting the digital body is difficult:

The technical solutions are no absolute protection and have some drawbacks.
Avatars and pseudonymes : I can enjoy the rights it gained only through its identity: e.g. Force or 
level (MMPOG), habilitations (organisations), cognitive authority (forums), trust (e-bay), kudos and 
reputations stick to the avatar. Then one must protect the avatar also. Identity and its advantages
« stick » to the avatar. It’s an endless quest. 
Encryption : How much a is hackable is a matter of time and effort. For everyday applications 
encryption is useful, but for ubiquitous computing it is cumbersome, and there is a problem of 
counter-measures escalation: sophisticated encryption may become a load for systems and a pain 
for honest users but « hostiles » (or government agencies) can get over.
Obfuscation:  E.g. false reports or obfuscation: feeding the system with inaccurate data by not 
giving the exact position, but a random position close by. Or ambiguity, like k-anonymity, that is 
sending the position request from a random user among the k users present in close range of the 
actual user.
John Krumm examined for geolocation various ways of protecting the user against privacy 
attacks: reducing the quality of data, and various kinds of anonymity (cf. infra). 
The somewhat disturbing conclusions are that these counter-measures are not very effective. 
Algorithms using constraints on the physical nature of trajectories (e.g. maximum speed between 
successive locations), for example ‘multi-target tracking’ algorithms originally designed for military 
missile tracking, or other statistical techniques, are in most cases able to identify the correct 
conclusions anyway (Krumm, 2007a, 2007b ).

Spatial Cloaking – confuse with other people [Gruteser, M. and D. Grunwald 2003, Beresford, A.R. and F. 
Stajano 2003]
Noise – add noise to measurements [Agrawal, R. and R. Srikant 2000]
Rounding – discretize measurements [Agrawal, R. and R. Srikant 2000]
Vagueness – e.g. “home”, “work”, “school”, “mall” instead of precise location [Consolvo, S., et al. 2005.]
Dropped Samples – skip measurements in the series [Hoh, B., et al. 2006.]

Users are unaware of risks; they have no intuition of how the combined elements of ubicomp can
create a detailed digital body, nor of the power of search and profiling algorithms.
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People Don’t Care about Location Privacy (from Krumm, 2007)

(1) Danezis, G., S. Lewis, and R. Anderson. 
How Much is Location Privacy
Worth? in Fourth Workshop on the 
Economics of Information Security.
2005. Harvard University.

• 74 U. Cambridge CS students
• Would accept £10 to reveal 28 days of measured locations (£20 for commercial use) (1)

• 226 Microsoft employees
• 14 days of GPS tracks in return for 1 in 100 chance for $200 MP3 player

• 62 Microsoft employees
• Only 21% insisted on not sharing GPS data outside

• 11 with location‐sensitive message service in Seattle
• Privacy concerns fairly light (2) 

(2) Iachello, G., et al. Control, Deception, and 
Communication: Evaluating the Deployment 
of a Location‐Enhanced Messaging Service. 
in UbiComp 2005: Ubiquitous Computing. 
2005. Tokyo, Japan.

(3) Kaasinen, E., User Needs for Location‐
Aware Mobile Services. Personal and 
Ubiquitous Computing, 2003. 7(1): p. 70‐79.

• 55 Finland interviews on location‐aware services
• “It did not occur to most of the interviewees that they could be located while 
using the service.” (3)

Krumm (2007) gathered some interesting data about how little people care about 
handing out their personal location data. A study on 74 University of Cambridge 
students showed they would accept £10 to reveal 28 days of measured locations 
(£20 for commercial use) (Danezis, Lewis & Anderson, 2005); 226 Microsoft 
employees accepted giving 14 days of GPS tracks in return for 1 in 100 chance 
for $200 MP3 player; out of 62 Microsoft employees involved in a GPS survey, 
only 21% insisted on their GPS data not being shared outside; in a study on 11 
subjects with location sensitive message service in Seattle, privacy concerns 
were fairly slight (Iachello et al., 2005); in Finland, in 55 interviews on location-
aware services ‘It did not occur to most of the interviewees that they could be 
located while using the service’ (Kaasinen, 2003). 
NB: This slide is taken from John Krumm’s presentation. 
“Computational Location Privacy: Present and Future ». International Symposium 
« Geolocation : psychological and social impacts“ Fondation Maison des 
Sciences de l’Homme . Paris, 12 nov. 2007
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Why designers do not implement privacy

- not feeling morally responsible;
- privacy design is not yet necessary (at the stage of 

design), or not necessary for prototype systems;
- privacy design is not necessary anymore (because other 

generic systems take care of it);
- the problem is too abstract;
- privacy is not part of deliverables.

[Langheinrich, 2003, Lahlou, 2003]

Let us now come to the problem of “Privacy by Design”. Not only do users not 
take action to safeguard their privacy, but systems designers show the same gap 
between concern and action. 
In our effort to create guidelines for designers, we sent a visiting scholar (Marc 
Langheinrich) ‘troubadouring’ around Europe to meet designers of Disappearing 
Computer systems, who interviewed them about the way they dealt with privacy 
(Langheinrich, 2003; Jegou et al., 2003; Lahlou, 2003). Interviewed system 
designers all agreed on the importance of the privacy issue, but very few of them 
had in fact addressed it in their design. Among the reasons are (Langheinrich, 
2003, Lahlou, 2008): 
- designers not feeling morally responsible;
- privacy design is not yet necessary (at the stage of design), or it is not 
necessary for prototype systems;
- privacy design is not necessary anymore (because other generic systems take 
care of it);
- the problem is too abstract;
- privacy is not part of deliverables.
Designers tend to focus on maximum efficiency of the service of the system, easy 
programming and easy use. For example, it is much easier to create a new 
record for each user, as detailed as possible in order to keep track of her 
preferences, and to re-use this record whenever the user shows up. 
“Privacy by design” is a nice idea but puts all the burden on designers. We must 
be sympathetic with designers because respecting privacy adds difficulties and is 
often against their other specifications. Constructive guideline are more usable for 
designers, and more efficient than adding protections against unknown threats.
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What can we do? (1) 

Limiting the automatic creation of digital body:
- Anonymous ServiceToken Architecture
- Certification of statuses. 
- Biometrics: authentication, no identification

Positive design for privacy as « face-keeping »

LAHLOU, S., JEGOU, F. European Disappearing Computer Privacy Design Guidelines V1 [EDC-PG 
2003]. Ambient Agoras IST-DC report D15.4. LDC, EDF., Oct. 2003. 8p.
(www.rufae.net/privacy)

Users cannot care about monitoring all details of all interactions, especially in 
ubiquitous computing context. This is hy privacy must be by design. 
There are a few technical solutions which are more privacy friendly: 
- Anonymous Service Token Architecture enables having access rights without 
disclosing more than the fact you have habilitation to get the service. Bank notes 
and bus tickets and anonymous prepaid SIM cards are examples in the physical 
world. In general, it is useful to get inspiration from the real world classic solutions 
(Guideline #2) because their conceptual model is well mastered by users and it 
“avoids surprises” to users (Guideline #7 )
- Certification of statuses. Status can be validated by an authority and “cleaned”
from the data which enabled gaining this status/ when status is claimed, there is 
no need to recall all these past data. Nationality, or a PhD title, are examples of 
this in the real world. “Gold card” status for example when attained could trigger 
erasure of all data which led to this status.
Authentication (where the user holds the secret and the system only checks 
whether the user’s claim to hold the secret is tru is always preferable to 
identification, where the system has the user’s data and checks them against the 
user. In biometrics, this means e.g. that the system can only check whether the 
user’s finger print or iris capture corresponds to the the fingerprint or iris signature 
which the user simultaneously presents on a certified token. This is what ID 
check with an ID card is in real life (is your face similar to the one on your ID 
picture?)
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What can we do? (2) 

Limiting the automatic creation of digital body:
- Anonymous ServiceToken Architecture
- Certification of statuses. 
- Biometrics: authentication, no identification

Positive design for privacy as « face-keeping »

LAHLOU, S., JEGOU, F. European Disappearing Computer Privacy Design Guidelines V1 [EDC-PG 
2003]. Ambient Agoras IST-DC report D15.4. LDC, EDF., Oct. 2003. 8p.
(www.rufae.net/privacy)

More generally, we propose to base interaction with ICT systems upon the idea 
of considering privacy as “face-keeping”. The idea is the user-interface and data 
processing logics should be based on a minimal role-profile for the user, limited to 
the interaction at hand.
These principles have been transformed into The European Design Guidelines 
for Disappearing Computing, as a result of a project funded by the EC 
programme on “Disappearing Computer” initiated by Jakub Waejchert [Ambient 
Agoras programme, contract IST-2000-25134 ].
downoald full pdf explanation here: 
http://ssi.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/47/3/299
What’s the idea?
One given subject may put on different faces according to time and place (e.g. 
buyer or seller; family member; caller; etc.). We all manage several different 
faces according to circumstances. The problem is not what information you 
disclose, but when and to whom.  My doctor knows my face as a patient, my wife 
knows my face as a sexual partner, my colleagues share business secrets with 
me. 
Privacy issues emerge when someone is caught with the wrong face for the 
situation, e.g. when data about my medical life show up in a business context. In 
this case, the irrelevant data will make it difficult for me to keep the face I wanted 
to show in the interaction at hand. The fact that some system has more data 
about me than what I actually want it to know for this interaction enables it to 
address me with a face that I may not wish to be addressed as. I prefer my 
current face to be my decision, and enjoy the right for my other faces to be left 
alone until they actively request interaction.
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What can we do? («3) 

Limiting the automatic creation of digital body:
- Anonymous ServiceToken Architecture
- Certification of statuses. 
- Biometrics: authentication, no identification

Positive design for privacy as « face-keeping »

LAHLOU, S., JEGOU, F. European Disappearing Computer Privacy Design Guidelines V1 [EDC-PG 
2003]. Ambient Agoras IST-DC report D15.4. LDC, EDF., Oct. 2003. 8p.
(www.rufae.net/privacy)

To avoid unwanted interaction now and in the future, the privacy guidelines for 
DC are based on tayloring the systems to present the user as tightly as possible 
with the face he claims for the current interaction, and to suppress everything 
else, as stated by rule 4, “privacy razor”: 
Human user characteristics seen by the system should contain ONLY 
elements necessary for the explicit goal of the activity performed with the 
system. No data should be copied without necessity. In case of doubt, 
remember further information may be added in context when needed.
Rule comments: “During design, privacy reduction consists in examining each of all variables 
describing user-face, and trying to eliminate as many as possible. Identity is seldom necessary. 
The best system is one so lean that nothing more could be taken away. Ideally, Client should 
‘display minimal characteristics’, and System should ‘require minimal characteristics’ to operate. 
This includes display issues (display needs no copy; prefer displays on the user’s devices). 
Hardware sometimes copies data in cache or buffers: implement erasing procedure.
This is a hard guideline; it imposes a very clear vision of the system’s functionalities and is far 
from current practice. The list of variables should be made in any case, and choice left to the user 
for providing non-necessary data.
When appliances are embedded into larger systems, the privacy razor helps clarify which 
application gathers data for what. It may be a legitimate design choice to by-pass locally the 
privacy razor rule for better global operation; consider the sensitivity of data at stake.”

Full guidelines are described in 
LAHLOU, S. Augmented Environments and Design. in LAHLOU, S. (ed). Designing User Friendly 
Augmented Work Environments. From Meeting Rooms to Digital Collaborative Spaces. London: 
Springer. Computer Supported Cooperative Work Series, 2009. pp. 1-30. 

They are downloadable at :
http://www.rufae.net/tiki-index.php?page=privacy
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summary

« Total recall » distributed over the networked machines

Ambiguity of users viz traces (privacy dilemma)

Technical and legal protection of digital body difficult

Lack of vision of systemic implications of ubicomp, especially at
design level

Propositions:

Limit the automatic growth of digital body

Adopt a constructive but sober design stand : privacy as face-
keeping

We are curently creating with the Internet of Things a distributed networked
system of ubiquitous computing that has emergent systemic properties which
must be addressed. The combination of sensors + total recall + pattern 
recognition + ubicomp + interconnection + real time + AI + effectors (because we
will have more and more networked robots) is potentially a system that can
search-find-target-and-hit. Data mining and artificial intelligence enable using this
system for prediction in real time. There is a global lack of vision of the 
implications of this system. 
The users have an ambiguous attitude towards the constitution of a digital body 
of activity traces. It is also in their interest, for good service and status, to 
disclose information and preferences. They cannot constantly monitor all privacy
implications of their activity.
The technical solutions for protection are no definitive cure for the problem . The 
curent legal and design framework is not focused on the protection of this
growing digital bodies of activity logs and must be adapted.
Some technical solutions are better and should be favoured (e.g. authentication
vs identification, anonymous service tokens) . 
A privacy by design approach is necessary. Designers must be supported in their
effort for privacy, by legal constraints, norms enabling systems meet privacy
specifications, severe sanctions against privacy breach. A constructive approach
to privacy such as the one proposed for « face-keeping » in the European Privacy
Design Guidelines for Disappearing Computing is a step towards minimizing the 
creation of digital bodies of activity traces which are a potential source for 
individual control of privacy attacks. Positive guidelines are more efficient and 
usable for design than general warnings.
We must stay aware that privacy is against the very business model of the 
owners of many systems; and this is why designers must be supported and 
legally empowered because designing for privacy may often be an uphill effort 
against their own clients.
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More details, including the guidelines: 

Lahlou, S. (2008). Identity, Social Status, Privacy and 
Face-Keeping in Digital Society. 
Social Science Information, vol. 47, n°3, 227-252.

http://ssi.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/47/3/299

Thank you

s.lahlou@lse.ac.uk
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Disappearing Computing Specifics

– System proactivity. DC systems take the initiative to collect 
data about activity.

– Un-awareness. “Calm” technologies are unobstrusive, but 
also unconspicuous to user.

– Ubiquity. Linkage between many systems can produce 
continuous activity monitoring. 

– Personalization. Customization to the user’s needs implies 
collection of intimate and personal parameters.

– Activity profiling. DC systems do not only gather 
demographic data, but activity patterns.

– Location. DC systems gather critical data about physical 
and temporal position of user.
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CSA Model Code for the Protection of Personal 
Information [1995]

– Accountability. An organization is responsible for personal information under its control and 
shall designate a person who is accountable for the organization's compliance with the following 
principles. 

– Identifying purposes. The purposes for which personal information is collected shall be 
identified by the organization at or before the time the information is collected. 

– Consent. The knowledge and consent of the individual are required for the collection, use or 
disclosure of personal information except where inappropriate. 

– Limiting collection. The collection of personal information shall be limited to that which is 
necessary for the purposes identified by the organization. Information shall be collected by fair 
and lawful means. 

– Limiting use, disclosure and retention. Personal information shall not be used or disclosed for 
purposes other than those for which it was collected except with the consent of the individual or 
as required by law. Personal information shall be retained only as long as necessary for the 
fulfillment of those purposes. 

– Accuracy. Personal information shall be as accurate, complete and up-to-date as is necessary 
for the purposes for which it is to be used. 

– Safeguards. Personal information shall be protected by security safeguards appropriate to the 
sensitivity of the information. 

– Openness. An organization shall make readily available to individuals specific information about 
its policies and practices relating to its handling of personal information. 

– Individual access. Upon request, an individual shall be informed of the existence, use and 
disclosure of personal information about the individual and shall be given access to that 
information. An individual shall be able to challenge the accuracy and completeness of the 
information and have it amended as appropriate. 

– Challenging compliance. An individual shall be able to challenge compliance with the above 
principles with the person who is accountable within the organization. 
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EDC-PG 2003

1. Think before doing

2. Re-visit classic solutions

3. Openness

4. Privacy razor

5. Third party guarantee

6. Make risky operations expensive

7. Avoid surprise

8. Consider time

9. Good privacy is not enough


